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Manufacturer Assertion
Installation of the SRD991 in potentially explosive atmospheres for Zone 2
(explosion protection EEx nA I nl)
The Intelligent Positioner SRD991, type Al 638 in protection level intrinsic safety "ia"
(/12 G EEx ib/ia 118/IIC T6/T4 Gb) can be operated in potentially hazardous areas of Zone 2 (EEx nA / nl Ge)
also on a normal (not intrinsically safe) power supply, of which the voltage output is not higher than the
maximum value for explosion protection intrinsic safety (according to EN 50014 / EN 50020) described in the EC
Type-Examination Certificate PTB 00 A TEX 2128.

The non intrinsic safe circuit has additionally to fulfill the requirements of EN 61010-1
(IEC 1010-1), protection grade 111, overvoltage category I.

Justification (acccording to EN 60079-14:2007):
The installation instructions for Zone 2 requires for not intrinsic safe circuits that under normal operating
conditions no potentially explosive heating (hot surfaces) and no potentially explosive sparks or light arcings may
occur.
From the EC-Certificate of Conformity it can be gleaned that during operation up to the permissible maximum
value of Ui = 30 V no such potentially explosive heating or sparks may occur.
°

°

Thus under operating conditions in the temperature class T4 = -40 C ...+ 80 C
°
°
and temperature class T6 = -40 C ...+ 55 C results as maximum ambient temperature.

*

Instruments on not intrinsic safe power supply may only be connected or
disconnected in Zone 2, if the power supply is switched off or if no explosive atmosphere exists.

*

Intrinsically safe devices which have not been operated on intrinsically safe power supplies, may only
again be operated as intrinsically safe devices according to name plate after they have been checked by
the manufacturer or an authorized person.

*

For wire systems common cable entries suitable for explosion protection intrinsic safety
can be used.
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This declaration certifies the compliance with the mentioned directives, but doesn't include any promise of features.
The safety notices of the delivered product documentation have to be obeyed.
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